COMMITTEE ON MODALITIES FOR THE RECONCILIATION OF C.C.C IN NIGERIA AND IN THE DIASPORA

You are all welcomed to this inaugural meeting of the General Committee on modalities aimed at uniting the various factions within Nigeria as a Diocese as left behind by the Pastor Founder- Late Revd. Pastor S.B.J Oshoffa of blessed memory.

Various reasons had been adduced as to why the Church in Nigeria broke into factions. It is common knowledge that this started with the Pa J.K Owodunni versus Revd. A.A Bada over Pastorship issue, but before then problem of evangelism had reared its head leading to the setting up of CCC Evangelical Church at Idi _oro Mushin Lagos by late Evang. Elesho as well as C.E.W.C at Bammke by Woleader Johnson Shodipe. Since the Revd. Bada vs Owodunni cases, many eruptions had taken place including the parent Diocese- Benin Republic as well as the present day factions being presently abolished in Nigeria.

Of paramount importance today is the fact that our fathers- the Revds. A.Zannu E N, Are M.O. Oshin T.E, Ovovboni S.E, Maforikan P.S and Oshoffa E.F will bless this body, administer an oath of office and pray for its eventual success. This will serve as the inauguration ceremony. From this stand point the body becomes the National Committee for reconciliation owing allegiance to only Jesus Christ – The Founder.
and mentor of CCC Worldwide. Membership of this Committee is drawn from the 3 major factions, cells or units, organization, geographical zones or state as well as the unification/reconciliation groups to now become CCC Reconciliation Committee in Nigeria and in the Diaspora.

However, because of the nature of work ahead:

(a). The women nominees are being slated for the implementation committee, which will also include other prominent male personnel

(b). The group will be divided into identified sub-committee which will dig deep into the past, accommodate the present and proffer workable solutions to their assigned issues.

(c). There are in the mouth of almost all Celestians variously fabricated tales, visions, impressions, and historical jargons about the CCC background and present unholistic environment. In order for the individual member of this august committee to be well armed and knowledgeable of the divinely set up CCC and its mission goals, six well researched and divinely authored write ups namely:

1. CCC as an Earthly mission/ project of God.
2. Incontrovertible facts about CCC
3. The various factions as a castle in the air
4. CCC unification strategies
5. The CCC Renaissance Church
6. The CCC Constitution;

are all available at the Secretariat here today for each of us to take home and study properly. There are yet many others available for your consumption in order for the individual to be educated on the CCC mission and thus be further enlightened on how CCC will cleanse the world etc. We have limited numbers, so you have to pay for photocopies to make more copies available in order to go round.

(d). The individual should please submit his curriculum Vitae (C.V) today at the Secretariat in order to be able to ascribe the right portfolio to the individual (a round peg in a round hole) at the next meeting which should not be more than a fortnight from now. It is then each sub. Committee will take off.

(e). Already on ground to date are:-

i. A functional planning sub committee

ii. The Sub committee on Gospel Dairy/Bible lessons

iii. A yet to be equipped Secretariat
The little we have done and the much God has been doing, has already laid a solid foundation for uniting the Church Worldwide. So we should not be astounded or unnecessarily worried by reading articles either on the Internet or in the local news media. We only need to correct the wrong information being circulated by these news media. In fact, our Brothers and Sisters in Benin Diocese and the Overseas are monitoring everyone of our activities.

To God be the glory forever more. Amen.
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